Dear Parents and Carers

Just a gentle reminder that next Thursday is Numberful Day at Dormansland, when we shall be focusing on the different uses of numbers in class.

To make this an extra bit of fun and to help the PTA raise funds for their Festive Friday on 1st December, we are inviting the children to come into school dressed in their own choice of clothes, but providing there is a connection to the theme of 'numbers'.

Please don't rush out to buy any fancy dress items, as ideas for the day can include the following:

Sports tops with a number/numbers on it/old shirts with maths questions/timetables written on, stripy socks to count up the numbers of colours, scout/guide kit to show the number of badges earned, bringing a clock or your watch in to wear, a head band or head piece depicting dice, clocks, playing cards, maths games. Stick on numbers, face or hand painted numbers, draw a calculator/abacus/clock and pin it to your clothes. Just think laterally and have some fun with it!

The PTA will collect any voluntary contributions during morning registration and thank you in advance for taking part. Please look out for photos on 'Latest News'.